




















Shipping management software gives you visibility and control over your shipping 

movements, performance and costs to rapidly deliver you savings. Find out how...

Your company spends a huge amount of  money on shipping every year, and you know there 

has to be a better way to manage it. InfoMatrix has the solution to manage it.

This software system will devise a shipping plan that promises to cut your shipping costs by 

10% annually, but that's only the start. You'll save additional money by optimizing your mode 

selection for all of  your shipping orders and automating your load execution process.

So what are you waiting for? Contact us today and learn how this software can helps to reduce 

operating costs, improve productivity levels, increase shipment visibility and corporate profit 

SHIPPING MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE:

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: 

WareHouse Management System (WHMS) is a key part of  the supply chain and provide 

directed stock rotation, intelligent packing directives, automatic consolidation and cross-

docking to maximize the use of  valuable warehouse space. By using this minimize the total 

physical effort & maintain stock. Main benefit of  using WHMS is to Improve customer service 

levels reduces transportation costs, provide a place to store & protect inventory, labor 

resources to direct the flow of  materials and information from receiving and putaway to light 

Salient Feature:
Online centralize database 

Multiple branch creation

Stock maintain by multiple branch

Docket creation

Invoice creation

Report creation

Manifests/Bills of  Loading

Order, lot and serial number tracking

Stock backup

Contains all inventory in one central location.

InfoMatrix provides an excellent local searching platform for businesses and users to meet at 

a common junction. An ideal platform for the product & service providers in different cities in 

BUSINESS SEARCH ENGINE: 

Salient Feature:
Way bill generator

Search for Proof  of  Delivery (P.O.D.)

Freight tracking system

POD Scanning (Imaging)

Produce Customer Invoicing & Statements.

InfoMatrix is developing continuously, for you the most updated data, with the state-of-art 

technology. Now this is just the beginning. We are constantly improving, evolving and yearning 

to be the best in the local search industry. We strongly believe that the local search segment 

Improves your company's 

communication and productivity

Reduces data entry

Helps to eliminate errors

Quick order-tracking and tracing 

Salient Feature:
Online B2B Marketplace

Information, anytime anywhere….

Services offered across various cities

Advanced and scalable technology platform

Experienced management team

Large online community for reviews

Our Software Products

LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM:

The Logistics and Transportation activities are moving towards the centre stage world around 

and becoming the most critical business function in today's world of  immense competition. 

Surface transport still rules as the most widely used mode of  logistics in our country.

Salient Feature:
Multiple company creation 

Create Bilty/Consignment/GR Booking 

Goods Challan

Delivery Receipt 

Complete billing for “to be billed” consignments. 

Payment: Bill wise, Bilty wise

Date wise backup/restoration of  company data.

User friendly 

The School Management System is a dynamic platform which allows educational institutions 

to manage their whole organization through the web, anytime from anywhere in the world. It 

nurtures the interaction between school, teachers, students and parents in a most effective 

SCHOOL MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE: 

School Management System is one of  the amazing products of  InfoMatrix Technologies Pvt. 

Ltd., a Delhi-NCR based company for creating new software tools and enhancing the 

leverage of  technology to improve human, business performances and organizational skills. 

Main features of  school management system are:

Salient Feature:

Attendance Management

Time Table Management

Examination Management

Library management

Principal to Teacher Interaction

Principal to School Interaction

Parent to Teacher Interaction

Teacher to Student Interaction

Financial assistance procedures

Online Payment acceptance of  fee

Manage payroll and HR Operations

Access Progress of  child in each and every subject

The Billing & Software is sophisticated yet extremely flexible, and each module is fully 

integrated including, General Ledger, Payroll, Accounts Payable, Production Accounting, 

Laser Check Writing,  Accounts Receivable and Time & Billing.

BILLING & INVENTORY SOFTWARE: 

This application software support any number of  client entities with multiple divisions, 

departments and sub-departments. All modules provide excellent management reporting 

tools that help to run your business efficiently. They can treat each client entity differently with 

a view to meet changing business needs. We ensure that software enhancements are 

included with annual application software maintenance.

Salient Feature:
Multiple company creation

Tax Invoice, Sale Invoice,

Consultancy Invoice

User can manage all inventory 

Party Master, Vendor Master

Item Master, Unit Master

Date-wise backup/restore of  company data

Easy to setup and use




